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REGULATIONS FOR ARMY ORDNANCE 
SERVICES, PART II

PAMPHLET No. 3
MARKING ON LAND SERVICE PROJECTILES FOR 

GUNS, HOWITZERS AND MORTARS ; ALSO 
GRENADES, OTHER THAN SIGNAL GRENADES

SECTION I
GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Marking is necessary for three main purposes :—
(a) To enable the troops to distinguish ammunition 

having different functions and effects. Under this 
heading comes such information as the nature of 
the store and the method aiid nature of its filling.

(b) To enable the ordnance and transport services, which 
necessarily employ much unskilled labour, readily 
to sort, store and issue similar articles and suitable 
components. Under this heading come such dis
tinctions as those between gun and howitzer 
projectiles, shell taking special fuzes, stores 
requiring to be shipped as deck cargo or stored only 
with certain other types, etc.

(c) To facilitate identification of details of design. Under 
this heading come such details as Mark, date and 
place of filling, maker, Lot No., etc.

2. Markings may be divided into two main classes :—
(a) Stampings, which normally indicate facts concerning 

the empty projectile and its inspection, and, some
times, the nature of the charging.

(d) Painting and stencilling, which fulfil the following 
functions :—

(i) Enable the nature of the projectile to be 
distinguished readily in the field.

(ii) Facilitate the sorting of projectiles by 
unskilled labour.

(iii) Provide protection against rust and 
corrosion.

(iv) Give details of filling, etc., and facilitate 
identification in case of failures and 



enable sorting and withdrawal readily 
to be effected under varying conditions.

Note.—Typical examples of service markings and stencillings 
are shown in Plates I to XXVII at the end of this pamphlet.

A.F. G 910A, which shows the colour of marking on pro
jectiles, can be obtained on demand.

SECTION II
GUN AND HOWITZER PROJECTILES

A. STAMPING
3. The following information is indicated by stamping -

(a) Calibre and numeral.
(b) Manufacturers’ initials (or recognized trade mark) and 

date of manufacture.
(c) Lot No. of empty projectile.
(d) “ G.” or “ HR.” or “ G. & HR.”, denoting the use of 

projectiles for gun or howitzer respectively, or for 
both. Some projectiles of earlier manufacture 
may be found with stampings “ GUN ” or 
“ HOW.” or “ GUN & HOW.”, which have the 
same significance.

(e) “ H.” or “ L.”, denoting heavy or light, following the 
numeral of the projectile.

(/) “ C.S.”, “ F.S.” or “ B.S.”, denoting that the shell 
is made of cast steel, or forged steel, or bored from 
the bar.

(^) " A ” on 6 and 3-pr. steel shell that diave been 
annealed.

(A) “ C.I.”, denoting that the projectile is made of cast 
iron.

(/) “ S.S.”, denoting that the projectile is made of semi
steel.

(A) “ M.C.I.” stamped close to the top of the head of 
shrapnel shell fitted with malleable cast-iron 
heads. (The use of this stamping has been 
discontinued.)

(Z) “ SMK.”, denoting smoke shell.
(w) Smoke shell have the following stamping placed in 

the centre of the base of the shell to indicate the 
size of the charging hole :—

(2) . . . . For shell with 0-585-in. hole.
The circle is j in. in diameter and the numeral 

inside is J in. high.
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In the case of separate loading projectiles all the above 
stampings, with the exception of (&), will be found on the base.

In the case of fixed ammunition stampings (a), (&), (c), (/), 
(^), (A), (j) and (I) will be found above the driving band.

Manufacturers’ marks and inspection marks are also stamped 
on projectiles ; these markings are not used for identification 
purposes in the Service.

B. PAINTING
4. Yellow (see Plates I to VII, X to XIII and XVII).— 

All projectiles filled with High Explosive, including armour- 
piercing, armour-piercing with cap, semi-armour-piercing, 
common-pointed and common-pointed with ballistic cap, are 
painted yellow, with the following exceptions :—

(a) Projectiles in “ Practice Burst Short ” and reduced 
charge H.E. cartridges, for which see para. 7 (a).

(b) Armour-piercing capped shell and common-pointed 
shell filled “ Shellite,” which are distinguished by 
having the cap or the point down to the shoulder 
respectively painted light green.

5. Black (see Plates VIII, XIV, XV, XVI and XVIII).— 
All projectiles, shrapnel, common, A.P., A.P.C., C.P. and star 
with a main filling of gunpowder, are painted black ; also shot 
(except case shot) and weighted practice projectiles.

For Shrapnel and practice projectiles in “ Practice Burst 
Short ” cartridges, see para. 7 (b) and (c).

6. Green (see Plate IX).—All Smoke and Target shell.
7. White.—The following projectiles are painted partly 

white :—
(a) H.E. projectiles in “ Practice Burst Short ” and 

reduced charge cartridges are painted white from 
below the green band, or below the shoulder, to the 
driving band ; the remainder is painted yellow. 

, For certain old stocks of reduced charge 18-pr.
H.E. cartridges, see para. 17 (1) (a) (vii).

(d) Shrapnel shell in “ Practice Burst Short ” and 
reduced charge cartridges are painted white from 
the shoulder to the driving band ; the remainder is 
painted black.

(c) Practice projectiles in “Practice Burst Short” cart
ridges are painted white from below the yellow band to 
the driving band ; the remainder is painted black.

8. Unpainted.—All case shot.
la—(1136)'
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C. MARKING AND STENCILLING
(See Plates I to XVIII)

9. Paint markings :—
(a) Tips.—Coloured tips are 1 in. deep on all projectiles 

designed to take nose fuzes and pointed projectiles 
of calibre 4 in. and under. On pointed projectiles 
of calibres above 4 in. the tips are 2 in. deep.

(b) Rings.—Coloured rings round the nose or below the 
cap are J in. wide (and J in. apart in the case of 
A.P.) on calibres below 3 in., and | in. wide (and 
| in. apart in the case of A.P.) on calibres 3 in. and 
above.

(c) Bands.—Coloured bands round the body or shoulder 
are normally J in. wide on calibres below 3 in., 1 in. 
wide on calibres below 6 in. to 3 in., and 2 in. wide 
on calibres 6 in. and above.

(d) An instrument for painting tips and bands on pro
jectiles may, if required, be obtained from C.O.O., 
Woolwich Arsenal.

10. Stencil markings.—Stencil markings are normally 
white on black and black on all other colours. The size of 
stencilling is as follows :—

12-in. and above . . . . .. 1-in. letters
Above 6-in. to 9-2-in. 0-75-in.
4-in. to 6-in. .. .. .. .. 0-5-in.
6-pr. to 3-7-in. . . 0-375-in. ,,
3-pr. and below . . . . . . 0-25-in.

Stencil plates for letters and figures will be made up locally.

11. Position of markings :—
(a) Boxed projectiles.—As far as possible, markings are 

not placed on parts of projectiles which are liable 
to come in contact with fittings of boxes.

(b) Unboxed projectiles. Markings are confined, as 
far as possible, to the ogive, and care is taken to 
avoid the shoulder, where most rubbing is likely 
to take place.

12. Distinctive markings and stencillings :—
(a) A red ring round the head indicates that the projectile 

is filled wholly or partly with an explosive.
(b) Calibre and Mark of projectiles (separate loading 

only).
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(r) The monogram of the filling firm or filling station, 
date of filling (day, month and year) and a series 
number in a ring to distinguish the filled Lot are 
stencilled on all projectiles (boxed or unboxed) on 
the reverse side to that of the calibre, numeral, 
etc., except in the case of smoke shell, on which the 
markings relating to the body charging and to the 
filling are stencilled below the calibre and numeral, 
when present, or the word “ PHOS.” The 
position of this stencilling is as follows :—

(i) On all boxed projectiles, fixed or separate 
loading, and unboxed 6-in. shell. If the 
Mark has “ A”‘or no letter after it, above 
the driving band.

(ii) On all other projectiles. On the ogive.
(d) Design number of method of filling or charging in the 

position shown in (c) (i) or (ii).
(e) “ PHOS.”, denoting that the shell is charged with 

phosphorus.
(/) Smoke shell issued fuzed with the No. 106 type fuze, 

have the body of the fuze painted green.
(g) Projectiles prepared for, or fitted with, a tracer, in 

addition to the usual distinctive markings, have 
the following symbols stencilled on the head :—

. . when prepared for tracer.

. . when fitted with tracer.

. . when fitted with tracer fuze.

{See Plate XII.)
These will be stencilled in black on coloured 

projectiles and red on black projectiles.
The letters “ T ” or “ TF ” and the radius of the 

semicircle are of the following dimensions :—

Projectile Radius and size 
of letter Breadth

4-7-in. to 12-pr. 
Below 12-pr.

4 in.
I in.

A in.
i in.
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(h) “ GUN ” or “ HOW.” or “ GUN & HOW.” are 
stencilled after the calibre when gun and howitzer 
projectiles of the same calibre exist, viz. 6-in. and 
9-2-in.

(j) Denotes the position of the centre of
gravity on filled 9-2-in gun projectiles. 
The symbol is painted in black on 
coloured shell and in white on black shell 
in three places.

Dimensions of symbol :—
External diameter of circle .. . . .. 2| in.
Length of line . . .. . . 4| in.
Thickness of circle and line .. . . . . } in.

13. Weight markings :—
(a) All shell for service in fixed armaments whose weight, 

filled and fuzed, is within a limit of ±0-1 per cent, 
of mean weight are stencilled, in red on black 
projectiles and in black on coloured projectiles, 
“ DEAD WT.” This marking is placed on the 
head of uncapped shell and on the cap of capped 
shell (see Plate X).

Those which vary from the above are stencilled 
with their actual weight as follows :—

9-2-in. .. .. To the nearest 1 lb.
Under 9-2-in. to 6-in. To the nearest | lb. 
5-in. and under .. To the nearest 1 oz.

(b) AH shell 3-7-in. and above for field service (except 
shrapnel) are weight marked on the “ unit 
system” by which variations above and below the 
mean weight of a filled and fuzed shell are indicated 
by symbols representing units of weight. The 
symbols used are :—

+3, +2, +1, 0, -1, —2, -3, etc.
For details of this system and the values of units 

see Plate XXVII.
This marking is based on the actual weight of 

the filled shell fitted with the “ Standard ” fuze.
This applies to separate loading ammunition 

only, the symbols being stencilled on the nose of 
the shell in line with the calibre and numeral. 
The symbols are stencilled in black, in three places, 
on shell above 6-in., and in two places on shell 6-in. 
to 3-7-in.

(c) All target shell have the actual weight, filled and fuzed, 
to the nearest J lb. stencilled on the shoulder.
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14. Fuze markings :—
(a) When A.P. and C.P. shell are fuzed, the letters 

" FZD ” are stencilled on the projectiles together 
with the Lot No. of the fuzes. The stencilling is 
red on black and black on coloured projectiles.

(Typical) “ FZD Lot R.L. 1 ” (see Plate X).
(b) Fuzed A.P.C. and C.P. shell have the base cover-plate 

painted blue when No. 16D fuze is fitted, and red 
in all other cases.

(c) Shell suitable for one type of fuze only (other than 
No. 101 fuze) have the words “ USE......... FUZE ” 
stencilled oh ^hem (see Plate IV).

(d) Shell with G.S7 fuze-holes, fitted with exploders for 
the No. 13 fuze in fixed armaments, have the 
words “ USE SHORT FUZE ” stencilled on the 
shoulder.

(e) (i) On anti-aircraft H.E. shell the gaine and fuze 
particulars are stencilled as follows :—

(Typical)
“ FOR G.8 III R.L. 1.”
“ FOR 44/80 VI R.L. 1.”

(See Plate VII.)
The word “ FOR ” is deleted when the shell 

is fitted with fuze or gaine. “ III ” and " VI ” 
are the Mark of gaine and fuze, respectively, 
and “ R.L. 1 ”, the Lot No.

(ii) On 6-pr. steel and 3-pr. A.P. shell fitted with 
fuze, percussion, base, Hotchkiss, the fuze 
particulars are stencilled in red as follows :— 

(Typical) “ MK. X FUZE. Lot R.L. 1.”
On 3-pr. A.P. shell fitted with tracer fuze 

the Lot No. of the fuze only is stencilled.
15. Empty design markings (i.e. markings relating to 

features of the design and/or manufacture of the empty 
projectile).

(a) H.E. shell fitted with base adapters inserted with 
glue are painted black behind the driving band.

(6) H.E. base adapter shell with the bottom of the cavity 
treated with glue are chequered behind the driving 
band, two sections black and two sections yellow, 
alternately.

(c) H.E. base adapter shell having a pad of sealing 
composition at the bottom of the cavity have a 
J-in. black band midway between the driving band 
and the base.
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(d) Practice projectiles for restricted use (see para. 18 (b)) 
are stencilled with the following marking, as 
applicable :—

” RED ” .. .. Denoting reduced charge to
be used.

“ RED/N.C.W.”.. Denoting reduced charge to 
be used and projectile not 
to be fired over crowded 
waterways, houses, etc.

The letters are stencilled in black on the 
yellow band round the body and also in white on 
the'base (see Plate XVII).

On 6-in. shell and above, this stencilling is in two 
places diametrically opposite.

(e) Projectiles fitted with “ economy ” driving bands are 
distinguished by longitudinal stripes, 1 in. wide, 
extending from the driving band to the shoulder, 
in two places diametrically opposite. The stripes 
are white on black and black on coloured pro
jectiles. (See Plates V, VIII and IX.) This 
marking is applicable to 4-5-in., 6-in., 8-in. and 
9-2-in. howitzer, and also 60-pr. projectiles.

(/) Where a gun and howitzer of the same calibre exist, 
H.E. and smoke shell suitable for the gun have a 
black band 2 in. wide painted immediately in front 
of the driving band (see Plates IV, V and XI, also 
para. 12 (A)).

16. Exploder markings on projectiles :—
(a) “ EXPR BAG ” with weight and Lot No. of picric 

powder in the exploder in the case of A.P., S.A.P., 
or C.P. shell filled with lyddite or shellite (see 
Plates X and XIII).

(b) “EXPR CE ” when the shell is fitted with C.E. 
exploders (see Plates IV, V, VI, VII).

Note.—When trotyl exploders are fitted, no 
exploder markings appear on the shell.

(c) The following obsolescent exploder markings may 
still be met with :—

(i) “ 7-DRAM EXPLODER ” on solid filled 
shell fitted with picric powder exploders 
and filled between 28/11/04 and 29/5/10.

(ii) “ EXPLDR ” with weight, numeral and 
Lot No. of picric powder on shell filled 
since 2/3/11, whether for long exploder 
or solid filled.
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(iii) " EXPLDR PELLETS” on shell so filled. 
The Lot No. of the picric powder is added, 
that of the 7-dram exploders being placed 
over that of the pellets. The word 
" PELLETS ” indicates compressed picric 
powder pellets (see Plate II).

(iv) “ EXPLDRS T.N.T.”, denoting trotyl 
exploders. The weight of the long 
exploder is added where applicable. 
When there is more than one Lot No., 
these numbers will be stencilled side by 
side.

This marking indicates T.N.T.
% bag exploders. Where a long 

exploder is also used, the Lot No. 
Qi the bag exploders is placed above 
that of the long exploder (see 
Plates I and III).

(v) . “ EXPLDRS T.N.T. 3 drms.”, on 6-pr. 
H.E. shell, indicates 3-dram trotyl bag 
exploders.

(vi) Shell converted to trotyl exploders have the 
date of conversion, monogram of the 
converting station and Lot Nos. of 
trotyl stencilled on the side, that of 
the bag exploder being above that of the 
long exploder. The monogram of the 
filling station and the date of filling is 
transferred to the reverse side of the shell.

17. Particular markings and stencillings (see Plates 
I to XVIII).

(1) H.E. Shell
(a) The following markings may be found on service 

H.E. shell
(i) A light green band round the body or 

shoulder, indicating that the shell is 
filled with amatol or trotyl.

In the case of amatol filled shell, the 
fraction denoting the proportions of 
ammonium nitrate and trotyl is stencilled 
in black below this band if the proportion 
is other than 80/20 (the normal mixture).

(ii) When the shell is filled with trotyl, the 
word “ TROTYL ” is stencilled in black 
on the green band.

Note— Shell filled with lyddite have no
band.
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(iii) A ring of red crosses round the nose in lieu 
of the red filling ring, indicating that a 
shell filled with amatol or trotyl is suitable 
for’use in hot climates (see Plate VI).

(iv) A black ring immediately above the red 
filling ring, indicating that a powder 
filled fuze should be used (see Plate IV).

(v) A black tip, indicating the absence of smoke
producing composition (see Plate IV).

(vi) Tw’o green discs diametrically opposite and 
1J in. in diameter, indicating the presence 
of a smoke box.

(vii) Some H.E. shell in 18-pr. cartridges may be 
found with a white band immediately 
below the green band, indicating that 
the cartridges are made up with a reduced 
charge. Present supplies are painted white 
from below the green band to the driving 
band.

(b) The following markings will be found on H.E. practice 
projectiles :—

(i) Two black bands round the body when 
fitted with plugs or burnt-out fuzes. 
The bands are 2 in. wide and 2 in. apart 
for calibres 6 in. and above, 1 in. wide and 
1 in. apart for calibres under 6 in. to 
3 in., and J in. wide and J in. apart for 
calibres under 3 in. (see Plate XVII).

(ii) .H.E. shell fitted with P.P. exploder and 
powder primer, for practice with powder 
filled fuzes, have two black rings round 
the nose. The rings are | in. wide and 
1J in. apart, the first ring being immedi
ately below the red filling ring.

Note— These methods are employed 
to obtain a yellow band effect on shell 
painted yellow.

(2) Powder filled projectiles :—
(a) The following markings will be found on shrapnel 

shell:—
(i) A red tip indicating shrapnel (see Plate 

VIII).
(ii) A yellow band round the body in addition 

to the red tip, indicating practice shrapnel.
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(&) The following markings will be found on practice 
projectiles (see Plate XVI) :—

(i) A yellow band round the body, indicating 
Practice Projectile.

(ii) Two yellow bands round the body, f in. 
wide and | in. apart, indicating Practice 
Projectile, Special.

(iii) Two aluminium discs diametrically opposite 
on the shoulder and If in. diameter, 
indicating the inclusion of a flash
producing pellet.

(c) Star shell are denoted by a red star on a white patch 
stencilled in one place between the shoulder and 
the red filling ring. Different compositions are 
indicated by black figures on the red star.

Certain 6-in star shell may be found with the 
body in rear of the driving band painted white ; 
this marking indicates that the shell are suitable 
for firing with full charge from the gun. Such 
marking need not be perpetuated.

(3) Smoke shell.
The following markings may be found on smoke shell

(i) A light brown ring round the nose, J in. 
above the red filling ring, indicating that 
the shell is made of cast iron or semi-steel.

(ii) A yellow band round the body, indicating 
a Target Shell (see Plate IX).

(4) Base fuzed projectiles :—
(a) The following markings are common to all types of 

filling :—
(i) Two white rings, one on either side of the 

red filling ring, immediately below the cap 
indicating A.P.C. projectiles (see Plates 
X, XI and XV).

(ii) Two white rings, one on either side of the 
red filfing ring, the first ring being 2 in. 
from the point for calibres above 3 in., 
and 1 in. for calibres 3 in. and below, 
indicating A.P. projectiles (see Plates 
XII and XV).

(iii) One white ring immediately above the red 
filling ring and 1 in. from the point, 
indicating S.A.P. projectiles (see Plate 
XIII).
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(6) The following markings will be found on base fuzed 
projectiles filled with H.E. :—

(i) The cap or the point down to the shoulder 
painted light green in the case of A.P.C. 
and C.P. shell, respectively, indicating 
that the shell are filled with Shellite. 
The fraction denoting the proportion 
of ingredients in the mixture is stencilled 
in black on the tip of A.P. shell, the 
shoulder of C.P. shell and the cap of 
capped shell.

(ii) A fraction stencilled in black under the 
green band of A.P.C. and C.P.B.C. shell, 
indicating that the shell is filled with a 
Trotyl/Beeswax mixture and the propor
tions thereof (see Plate XI).

(5) Shot.
The following markings will be found on shot:—

(i) A white tip with a white ring round the 
nose, indicating A.P. shot.

(ii) A white tip with a yellow band round the 
body, indicating practice shot. Flat 
head practice shot have the yellow band 
round the body only (see Plate XVIII).

(iii) A yellow band round the body, indicating 
proof shot which have been repaired 
after being fired.

(6) Drill Sheh.
(i) Empty H.E. shell used for drill purposes 

have a black band round the body 2 in. 
wide for all calibres.

(ii) Empty or weighted H.E. projectiles for use 
in “ Apparatus practising loading ” have 
the words "‘LOADING TEACHER” 
stencilled on the body in addition to the 
black band.

18. Miscellaneous markings :—
(a) Emptied projectiles. Projectiles which have been 

emptied have the letter “ E ” and the monogram 
of the station at which emptied stencilled in white 
on the head.

(b) Projectiles sentenced for practice in fixed arma
ments :—

(i) The markings indicated in para. 14 (a) are 
obliterated on all practice projectiles if 
left filled with H.E. or gunpowder.
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(ii) All other practice projectiles manufactured 
as or reclassified as projectiles, practice-, 
are filled with dry silica sand, or tillage 
salt if suitable sand is not available, and 
plugged. All markings referring to 
filling are then obliterated, the word 
“ SAND ” or “ SALT,” as applicable, 
being stencilled in white on the body and 
the monogram of the station in white on 
the head.

(c) Projectiles which are limited as to the full charge with 
which they may be fired are stencilled " LIM ” on 
the base and in two places diametrically opposite, 
as follows:—

(i) Practice projectiles on the yellow band.
(ii) Other projectiles on the centre of the 

body.
(d) Amatol filled shell with rusty fixed containers which 

have been authorized for firing at practice are 
marked immediately above the green band :—

t( R.F.C.
B.M? 1934 (year as aPPllcable)-

(e) Unboxed shrapnel shell with the central tube affected 
by rust are stencilled in red on the base as 
follows :—

(i) When the powder is caked (central tube 
choked or not choked),

“ R. PRAC. 1934 ” (year as applicable).
(ii) When the powder is free, “ R.”

(/) Evidence of conversion, repair or examination :—
(i) When a projectile is converted, the date of 

the operation and the monogram of the 
station will replace the date of filling and 
the corresponding monogram, which will 
both be transferred to the reverse side 
of the projectile.

(ii) H.E. shell the fillings of which have been 
repaired have the design number of the 
method of rectification stencilled on 
them, e.g. :—

4976“ 4976/4 ” or " -4— ” with date and
monogram of station.
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(iii) Projectiles examined at annual inspections 
are stencilled :—

“ EXD ” with the date and mono
gram of the station when examined 
internally.

“ REPD ” with the date and mono
gram of the station when the shell have 
been repaired externally, including 
repainting. The use of this marking 
is being discontinued.

" RPB ” with the date and mono
gram of the station when the filling 
has been repaired with beeswax com
position.

“ RPW ” with the date and mono
gram of the station when the filling 
has been repaired with paraffin wax.

(g) The letters “ BB ” stencilled on the base of a shell 
filled with amatol indicate the presence of a brass 
nose bush.

SECTION III

MORTAR BOMBS

A. STAMPING
19. The stampings described in para. 3 may also be found 

on mortar bombs when applicable, and, in addition, the 
following :—

(a) “ HEAD ” on 3-in. cylindrical bombs indicating that 
the head is made of semi-steel.

(6) Manufacturers’ and inspection stampings, which are 
not used for identification purposes in the Service.

B. PAINTING
20. Mortar bombs are painted or varnished as follows :—

(a) Dirty white.—H.E. and practice bombs (cylindrical 
type).

(d) Copal varnish.—All natures of streamlined mortar 
bombs (fitted with tail vanes), the guides being left 
unvarnished.
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If the filling is lyddite, the head above the front 
guide is painted yellow. In the case of smoke 
bombs, the head above the front guide is painted 
green.

C. MARKING AND STENCILLING
(See Plate XIX).

21. Paint markings :—
(a) Rings.—The only coloured ring which will be found 

on the heads of mortar bombs is the red filling ring 
denoting that the bomb is filled wholly or partly 
with an explosive. On cylindrical types this ring is 
| in. wide and | in. below the front guide. On 
bombs fitted with tail vanes the ring is | in. wide 
and | in. below the top of the ogive.

(b) Bands.—The following coloured bands maybe found 
on mortar bombs :—

(i) A green band, 1 in. wide round the centre 
of the body of H.E. cylindrical type 
bombs, painted dirty white, and J in. 
wide midway between the red filling.ring 
and the top guide of H.E. bombs fitted 
with tail vanes and copal varnished, 
indicating that the bombs are filled w’ith 
amatol. If the filling is trotyl, the word 
“ TROTYL ” is stencilled in black on the 
green band.

(ii) Red crosses on a yellow band J in. wide and 
| in. below the front guide of cylindrical 
type bombs in lieu of the red filling ring, 
indicating that the filling is suitable for 
use in hot climates.

(iii) A black band | in. wide immediately above 
the rear guide of cylindrical type H.E. 
bombs, indicating that the bombs have a 
pad of sealing composition in the base.

(iv) Black and yellow bands, each | in. wide, 
immediately below the red filling ring on 
streamlined bombs, indicating practice or 
proof of fuzes bombs.

(v) A yellow band 2 in. wide round the body of 
cylindrical type bombs and cartridge 
container painted black, indicating 
practice bombs.
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22. Stencil markings.—Stencil markings on mortar bombs 
are in |-in. letters and figures, white on varnished bombs and 
black on painted bombs. The following particulars are 
stencilled :—

(a) Calibre, the letters “ MOR ” (denoting mortar) and 
numeral.

(b) Series number, distinguishing the filled Lot, in a ring 
on painted bombs and a red triangle on varnished 
bombs, date of filling (day, month and year) and 
monogram of filling firm or station.

SECTION IV
GRENADES 

(other than signal grenades) 
A. STAMPING

23. The following stampings will be found on grenades :—
(a) Serial number and numeral.
(b) Manufacturers’ initials or recognized trade mark and 

date of completion of empty grenades.
(c) Manufacturers’ and inspection stampings, which are 

not used for identification purposes in the Service.

B. PAINTING, ETC.
24. Grenades are painted, lacquered or rust proofed as 

follows :—
(a) Yellow.—H.E. Grenade No. 54.
(b) Lacquered or rustproofed.—H.E. Grenade No. 36M.
(c) Green.—All smoke grenades. Grenades No. 37 

manufactured prior to November, 1925, were 
painted black.

(d) Waterproof drab.—Instructional Grenade No. 41. 
(^) White, firmed or coated sine.—Weighted practice 

grenades.

C. MARKING AND STENCILLING 
(See Plates XX and XXI)

25. The coloured rings and bands are £ in. wide on all types 
and natures of grenade and have the following significance .—

(a) A red band on smoke grenades, indicating that 
the grenade is filled.
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(&) A ring of red crosses on H.E. grenades, indicating 
that the filling is suitable for use in hot climates.

(c) A green band, on H.E. grenades, indicating a trotyl 
or baratol filling.

26. In the case of grenades filled with baratol, the proportion 
of the mixture, e.g. 20/80 or 60/40, is stencilled in black on the 
green band.

SECTION V

MARKINGS ON EXPLODERS

27. Exploders are distinguished as follows :—
(a) By alphabetical series.—The empty bags are 

marked with the numeral, contractor’s initials or 
recognized trade mark, and the word “ Trotyl ” 
or the letters " C.E.” as applicable.

At the time of filling the bags are marked on the 
reverse side by the filling factory with the Lot No. 
of the explosive, date of filling and initials of the 
filling firm or monogram of the filling station. 
The identification letter is added above the word 
“ Trotyl ” or the letters “ C.E.”

(b) By weight.—Exploders not in the alphabetical series, 
either bag or wrapped pellet, are distinguished by 
the weight and nature of the filling and are marked 
as in (a) above, with the exception that the weight 
replaces the identification letter.

(c) All trotyl exploders inserted in shell since April, 
1929, are marked with a green bar across the plain 
ends.

(J) In the past, exploders were marked with the following 
particulars, viz. the numeral and weight, Lot No. 
of picric powder or trotyl, date of filling, monogram 
of the filling station and the letters “ P.P.” 
(except in the case of 7-dram exploders) or 
“ T.N.T.”, as applicable, both on the bag and the 
paper cylinder.



SECTION VI

PACKAGES AND THEIR MARKINGS

(See also R.A.O.S., Part II, Pamphlet No. 2, and Plates XXII 
to XXVI)

A. OIL DRESSING AND PAINTING
23. Oil dressing.—For particulars regarding the oil 

dressing of wood packages, see R.A.O.S., Part II, Pamphlet 
No. 2, 1933, para. 64.

29. Painting and staining :—
(a) Steel ammunition boxes are painted Service colour 

(except those containing smoke and target ammuni
tion, which are painted green).

(b) Wood boxes are painted or stained as follows :—
(i) Vandyke brown (stain).—All boxes con

taining gun and howitzer projectiles, 
mortar bombs or grenades of natures 
other than smoke.

(ii) Green.—All boxes containing smoke pro
jectiles, mortar bombs or grenades.

(iii) Yellow.—Boxes containing exploders or 
H.E. in bulk.

Where markings on packages are to be 
obliterated or altered, paint of the correct 
colour, whether for ground or markings, 
will be used.

B. MARKING AND STENCILLING
30. Position of markings.—As far as possible all stencil

ling is placed on the sides and ends of packages. The sides are 
the most convenient for ease of identification, and in cases 
where space is limited the sides are' reserved for information 
required by the transporter and storer. In future, such 
information will be confined, as far as possible, to the lower 
part of the sides of wood packages and the flutes of steel pack
ages, the remaining space being left for special storage 
particulars and information required by inspecting officers. 
Markings and labels on lids of packages are liable to damage and 
are, therefore, reduced to the minimum necessitated by lack of 
space elsewhere ; they are placed in such positions as will 
minimize the risk of obliteration.
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31. Stencil markings.
(l) .The size of stencilling is dependent on the amount 

required and the space available and cannot, therefore, be 
rigidly laid down. In normal circumstances the following sizes 
are used :—

(a) Gun and howitzer projectile packages, 1-in. stencilling, 
except for the fuze serial, which is 1 J-in.

(b) Mortar bomb packages, 1-in or |-in. stencilling.
(c) Grenade packages, j-in. or |-in. stencilling, except the 

word “ FILLED,” which is f-in.
(d) The letters “ O.D.,” indicating oil dressed wood 

packages, are normally in 2-in. stencilling.
(2) In the past, stencil markings on packages were applied 

in white or black paint. The present policy is to stencil all 
packages in yellow, except wood packages painted yellow or 
unpainted, which are stencilled in black.

(3) The more common markings which will be found on 
projectile, fuze and grenade packages are fully explained in 
Plates XXIV to XXVI and XXII. In addition the following 
markings may be found :—

(a) A 2-in. yellow band round all packages containing 
projectiles or mortar bombs, manufactured for or 
sentenced for practice.

(6) Red crosses on packages containing projectiles, mortar 
bombs or grenades similarly marked.

(c) The letter “ R ” in red (2-in.), indicating shrapnel 
shell with rusty centre tubes.

(d) Fuze and tracer symbols (see para. 12 (g)).
(4) Markings indicating that the contents of the package 

have" been examined and/or repaired :—
(a) “ EXD ” with the date and monogram of the station, 

indicating that the contents have been examined 
at periodical inspection.

(b) “ REPD ” with the date and monogram of the station, 
indicating that the contents have been repaired 
externally, including painting.

(5) Exploder boxes.—The following markings will be 
found on boxes containing exploders :—

(a) Number of exploders. ‘
(b) Designation and numeral, e.g. " TROTYL. A. MK. 1.”
(c} Lot No. of C.E., trotyl or picric powder and initials 

of the maker of the picric powder in the case of 
exploders manufactured prior to 9/4/12.

(d} Monogram of station and date of filling.
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Note.—In addition to the special exploder boxes, metal - 
lined cases, whole with felt packing and cylinders, No. 6, 
may be used for packing exploders. Both these packages 
must be thoroughly cleaned before being taken into use, 
especially if they have previously been used for packing a 
different type of exploder.
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LIST OF PLATES

Plate No.

I

II

III

IV

V

VI

VII
VIII

IX
X

XI
XII

XIII
XIV

XV

XVI

XVII

XVIII
XIX
XX

XXI 
XXII 

XXIII

XXIV

XXV

XXVI

XXVII

Description

Shell, B.L., Or Q.F., High Explosive, 4-7-in. to 12-pr., filled 
lyddite. Solid filled with T.N.T. bag exploders.

Shell, B.L., or Q.F., High Explosive, 6-in. gun, filled lyddite.
Solid filled with P.P. pellets in bag.

Shell, B.L., or Q.F., High Explosive, 6-in. gun, filled lyddite.
Solid filled with 3-, and/or 5-dram T.N.T. exploders.

Shell, B.L., or Q.F., High Explosive, for Coast Defence. 
Filled lyddite, trotyl or amatol.

Shell, B.L., or Q.F., High Explosive, for field service. Filled 
lyddite, trotyl or amatol.

Shell, Q.F., High Explosive, for field service fixed ammunition.
Filled lyddite, trotyl or amatol.

Shell, Q.F., High Explosive, Anti-aircraft. Filled trotyl.
/Shell, B.L., or Q.F., shrapnel.
1 Shell, B.L., or Q.F., star.
/ Shell, Q.F., smoke.
C Shell, Q.F., target.
Shell, B.L., armour-piercing with cap. Filled lyddite (Typical). 
/Shell, B.L., common-pointed with ballistic cap. I billed Trofyl 
/Shell, B.L., armour-piercing with cap. / /Beeswax.
Shell, Q.F., armour-piercing, 3-pr. 2-cwt. Filled lyddite.
Shell, Q.F., semi-armour-piercing. /Filled

I H lyddltC.
Shell, B.L., or Q.F. common-pointed and common-pointed 

with cap. Filled powder (Typical).
Shell, B.L., or Q.F., armour-piercing and armour-piercing 

with cap. Filled powder (Typical).
^Projectile, practice, Q.F., 3-in. 20-cwt. Filled powder and 

< flash pellet.
V Projectile, practice, B.L., filled powder, for nose fuze.
Projectile, practice. Filled lyddite, trotyl or amatol (Typical). 

Converted from filled service shell.
Shot, practice, Q.F., with tracer.
Bomb, M.L., 3-in. mortar. /FUled amatol.

’ C „ powder.
Grenade, -303-in. rifle, No. 36M.
Grenade, percussion, 2-in., No. 54.
Fuze symbols for packages.
Typical markings on boxes, projectile, Q.F., 4-5-in. and 

3-7-in. Howitzer, with H.E. shell, plugged or fuzed.
Typical markings on boxes, fuze, containing : —

No. 106 type with exploders.
No. 101 type with gaine No. 2.

Typical markings on boxes, fuze, containing :—
T. and P. fuzes.
Time fuzes.
Base percussion fuzes.

Typical markings on boxes containing :—
Grenade No. 54.

Weight markings on filled shell for field service.
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INDEX
PARA., ETC.

Army Form G 910A, Markings on shell, etc. 2
Bands round—

Boxes .. 31
Grenades .. .. .. ... .. 25
Gun and howitzer projectiles .. 9, 17
Mortar bombs .. .. .. .. 21

Centre of gravity, marking denoting position of .. 12
Colour, distinctive—

Boxes .. .. .. .. 29
Grenades .. ..........................* .. 24
Gun and howitzer projectiles—

Gunpowder filled 5
H.E. fiUed........................................................................ 4
Practice . 4 7
Smoke 6

Mortar bombs .. . . • 20
Converted fillings 18
Design No. of method of filling 12
Empty design markings on shell .. 15
Emptied sheU, marked with letter “ E ” .. 18
Evidence of conversion, examination or repair 18
Exploder markings on sheU......................... 16
Exploder boxes, markings on 31
Filling particulars on shell 12,17
Fuzing particulars on shell 14
General information .. 1,2
Grenades—

Painting, etc. 24
Paint markings 25
Stampings 23
Stencil markings .. 26
Stencilling on boxes 31

Gunpowder filled shell, markings on 17 (2)
H.E. shell, markings on .. .. 17 (1)
Instrument, marking projectiles . . .. . . . . 9
Markings on—

Exploders .. . . . . . . . . 27
Grenades .. .. . . , .. 25, 26
Mortar bombs . . .. . . .. 21, 22
Packages .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 31
Projectiles—

Classified for practice . . 17, IS
Empty design 15
Emptied IS
Examined . IS
Exploder particulars 16
Filling particulars . . .. 12, 17
Filled gunpowder 17 (2)
FiUed H.E.................................................................................. 17(1)
Fuzing particulars . . 14
MisceUaneous .. 18
Repaired . . .. 18
Smoke . . . . . . 17 (3)
Weight particulars . . .. .. .. .. .. 13
With converted fillings . . .. .. .. 18
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Mortar bombs—
Tailing particulars

PARA., ETC 
..................................... 21,22

Painting, etc............................................. .......................... 20
Paint markings..................................... ......................... 21
Stampings ..................................... .. .... 19
Stencil markings.....................................

Packages—
.......................... 22

Markings on ..................................... ................................30, 31
Oil dressing .. . . r. ......................... 28
Painting, etc. ......................... 29
Size of stencilling ......................... 31

Packing of Exploders .........................
painting, etc.—

Grenades . .
.......................... 31

............................ 24
Gun and howitzer projectiles .......................... 4-8
Mortar bombs .......................... 20
Packages ..

Paint markings—
29

Grenades .. .......................... 25
Gun and howitzer projectiles ... 9, 11, 12 17,
Mortar bombs .......................... 21
Packages . . .......................... 31

Projectiles—
Classified for practice ....................... 18
Gun and howitzer .......................... 3-18
Practice .. 7
Practice, for restricted use ..................................... 15, 17

Repair, evidence of .. 
Shell—

......................... 18
A.P.C. filled Shellite—distinctive marking . . . . .. 17 (41
A.P.C. filled Trotyl/Beeswax—distinctive marking .. 17 (4)
Classified for practice .... 18
Colour of painting .......................... 4-8
Design of empty, particulars re ......................... 15
Distinctive markings and stencillings . . ......................... 12
Drill ................................................. ................................17 (6)
Emptied .. ......................... 18
Exploder particulars ......................... 16
Fuzing particulars ......................... 14
Paint markings . . ... ......................... 9, 17
Prepared for or fitted with a tracer .......................... 12
Stencil markings . . .. 10-18
Weight markings .... 13

Shot, markings on ... —17(5)
Smoke shell, markings on 17‘(3)
Stampings—

Grenades . . ......................... 23
Gun and howitzer projectiles .... 3
Mortar bombs 19

Stencil markings —
Exploders .......................... 27
Grenades . . ......................... 26

. Gun and howitzer projectiles . . ......................... 10-18
Mortar bombs .......................... 22
Packages . . ......................... 31

Stencil plates, made up locally ......................... 10
Typical examples of Service markings—

Fuze symbols Plate XXII
Grenades .. Plates XX, XXI
Gun and howitzer projectile Plates I to XVIII
Mortar bombs Plate XIX
Packages .. Plates XXII to XXVI

Weight markings on prefect! les Para. 13 and Plate XXVII



Plate IShell, B.L. or Q.F., High Explosive,4-7inch to I2Pr., filled Lyddite — SolidFilled. with T.N.T. Bag Exploders.
5 ----- Fed ^/N6.

FZDno^I
REVERSE WHEN SHEL.L 
F/rT£D WITH ^/GHT TRACER

=f« CAL,ERE.

Ser,al Numeeq, 

L,OT/Vca/V7J3ER

V Date ofMaa/ufacture^^^
I

EXPRS.T.N.T.

LOT

() MAKERS /aHT/ALS. 

± MARK.

* Mo/vogram of Farm or *
STATfO/V F,LL,*,G ।

I
•pf-f"Z?>?7-i£- or &L1-/M5 ]

? Lot NO* of Trotyl /a/ i
Exploders i

Dfs/gaa Number of method 
of F/LL/MG tVHEH K/VOH'H, TOB£ 
ADDED ON REVERSE

4.824. 17592.8594.2000. 7/41. Malby&Sons,Libh.



Plate IIShell,B.L.or Q.F..High Explosive. Ginch Gun, filled Lyddite---- Solid Filled with 
HP. Pellets in Bag.

'5

1-5

-----PED R/NG

6 GUN
<MK^ 

FOR N?45 FUZE

- - "Dead Wop Actual We/gh? 
(on RECERSES/DE) .

T T T Numeral

-P Monogram or Concerting 
’ ' Stat/on

’^I’Z^TTE' OP CONCERS/ON

Monogram or F/rm or
3 TA T/ON F/LL /NG

* t/t/t
EXPR.

PELLETS 

LOT

® Lot Number or P/cr/c 
Powder /n pellets

f*2 0
Lor Number to be barred 
OUT ON REMOVAL OE&PLODERS

Des/gn Number or Method

TO EE ADDED ON REVERSE

Black Band to be added 
/VNEN AEPA/NT/NG.

L.82^ Malby&Sons.Lith.



Plate IIIShell, B.L. or Q.F., High Explosive 6 inch Gun. Filled Lyddite—Solid Filled.with
3 and/or 5 Drams T.N.T. Exploders.

\T0 /nOICATEDTNT.
- - Greek Qi kg < ooees not

- ~#ED QfNG. to be perpetuated*

FZDN®4^'

M"gun' 'Dead WT 'or^ct-^al 
WEIGHT (ON REVERSE). 
(When applicable)

Serial /Vum&er .

Lot /Dumber.

Date orMa/vufactuqe ' E~uee\
Mamers /nitials

Mark.

EXPR.T.N.T.

>3&5DRS;

It-
LOTS

Des/gh Number or Method 
a--- OF POLLING WHEN KNOIWN 

TO BE ADDED OH RE\AEN5E 
■ Monogram or Ft rm or

SrAnor Pilling 
w Date op E/ll/ng

LOT Hl/MBER OF TROTYL 
fN Explodeq .
•Slack Band to be 
added tNNEN REPA/NT/NC

1--or 5&5Drs or '5O^s 'as applicable

L.82A Malby & Sons.Lith.



Shell,B,L.,or Q.F.. High Explosive,for Coast Defence filled Lyddite.„ Amatol. PLATE IV.

CALIBRES
9 2 /non All.

8 /NCH /p A,B,op C,fol Low 
Mapp Ce r XUJA etc)

^/NCN fpS. C.op D. pollowNxpk.

CALIBRES.

€ HU CH 
A BELOW.

if Mark has At 
OR NO LETTER 

APTER IT.

(T) ^CALIBRE

^ GUN or HOWo/? GUN8 HOW
4" HUMERAL
—Design of method of Filling.
(^^TO BE STENCILLED SHELL APE

w/th /V/ghe Tracer.

APPL/CABLS

F/rrED

5 OR OTHER TRACTION 
LL/HG OTHER

)enot/^g Amatol

^Monogram or T/rm or StationF/ll/ng.
-/-/Date OF Filling .

On Shell 9 2 inch Gun at 3 rlaces 
EQUIDISTANT AT CENTRE OF GRAVITT

(17) Stencilled mly ^hen C.E.Exploders are
P/TT

I

T

f DESCR!RTION OF FUZE ON SHELL ONLTSUITABLE 
FOP ONE TTPE OF FUZE

(2 IN W/DE FOR € IN. A ABOVE.

Green Band\/in W/de for below6in. To3iNpH 
VZ^ IN. WIDE BEL ON 3 INCH.

When placer above shoulder not less than ^o 
OF CALIBRE ABOVE COMMENCEMENT OF RADIUS LINE 
Omitted ^vhen Snell as filled lydd/te.

"TROTYL" STENC/LLED ON GREEN BAND WHEN 
Shell is filled Trotyl

"DEAD Actual weight (on reverse side)
when Shell are suitable for use /n Gun, when 
Gun A How. of the same calibre exAst.
Distinguishing Marking for Amatol a t.n.t. filled 
Shell suitable for use in Hot Climates

J *O in. WIDE4-5/n. A above 
S IN. WIDE Fl ZN. A BELOW.

/inch Black Tir when Shell does not contain 
Smoke composition. Black Ring *S inch wide 
/N FARO NT OF RED RING DENOTES THAT SMELL IS 
FITTED WITH EXRLODERS ON LT SUITABLE FOR 
Rowder filled Fuze.

L. 824. Malby & Sons.Ltth.



ShellB.L.or Q,r High Explosive,for Field Service- 
Typical,—for separate loading ammunition

Filled Lyddite. „ Trotyl ” Amatol. PLATE V

CALI BRE5.
9 2/NCN& ABOVE 5v

8/ncn /pA. B, or C, pcllon 
Marx’(eg X///A eCc)

6 /NCN /p B. C oaD, pollonMaat
60P? /p C OR D, poll opMa/h-

CALIBRES.

6/hcn /p Mark has A
TO OR MO LETTER

37INCH APTER IT.
H CAL/BAE.
2^^ GUNtw HOWo? GUN& HOW applicable

J] -f NUMERAL
4j — Des/cm W? op Method op F/ll/mg 

OP OTHER FRACr/OH OLNOf/^G AANATOL

I

„ 20
W0£ FROM Dr/V/HG B*KD TO 

SHOULDLP ON OPPOSITE S/DES Of SHELL WHEN PITTED 
with "Bco^omy- " DrivingB/wo

# Monogram op Firm or station Filling
-/-/-Da te op F/l l ing.

I (^SERIES N9 /N %ING DISTINGUISHING PILLED LOT. 
On Shell 32/nch Gun at 3 places 
EQUIDISTANT AT CENTRE OP GRAVITT

I-------StEMO/LLED ONLY WHEN CEEXPLO DERS ARE PITTED

— - Gheem Baha
2 w. por G/n & above

-< / /V. W/DE POR BELOW GJN. to 3/n 
25mw/d£ below3 /m

WHEA/ PLACED ABOVE SHQULDEP MOT LESS TMAAJ ^/Q 
OF CAL IB PE ABOVE CO^fME/^CEMEMT OP AAD/L/S L/ME. 
OM/TTED ^/VEA/SHELL /S E/LLED L rOD/TE.

Q3)—"TROTYL’ STEWCILLED OA/ GpEEHBAHD WHEN SMELL 
/S E/LLED TROTYL.

hA)-—Filled Weight ^aphia/g (pop details see PlateXW/fi

4p\------ Whew Shell ape suitable pop use /// Guai, ltheh 
Gum A How. op the same cal/bre exast

— O/stimguishihg Marximg pop Amatol a tn tpilled 
Shell suitable pop use /m HotCl/mtates,

/ 0/N w/de4-5 /m. A above
-S/N. W/DE 4 IN. & BELOW.

07)— /inch Black T/p whemShell does mot comta/m 
SM1OKE COAAPOS/TtON.



Plate VIShell Q.F. High Explosive Filled Lyddite.for Field Service Fixed Ammunition Trotyl.» Amatol.
Distinguishing Marking 
for filled Smell suitable 
for use in Hot climates 
kVHEN FILLED TROTYL OR 
Amatol : otherwisepla/n 
RED R/hS.

Omitted when Shell 
is filled Amatol or
Lyddite.

-Green Band, omitted 
when filled Lyddite.

EXPR.C.E 
522H-

-- Only when fitted with 
C E. Exploders.

- -Design Number of 
method of Filling

Monogram of Firm 
or Station Filling.

' AM 
t M O' 
1

I
Series Dumber in 
Ring, distinguishing 
FILLED LOT.

Fraction denoting 
composition of Amatol 
FILLING IF OTHER THAN

L.&2P-. Malby & Sons, Li th.



Plate VIIShell.Q.F., High Explosive Anti- Aircraft . FILLED TROTYL

T"
To

I

V i---

Ff 
10 >5 
Ur

I

-----Distinguishing Marking
FOR filled Shell Suitable
FOR USE NN HOT CEfHfATES

---- FOR ro be oeeeterd

TWO GREE^/ D/GCS

(OPPOS/TE.

g LOT ^UMaER f 
------GREEN Sand

-------- DESIGN NUMSER OP 
Method of F/llihg. ■ 

q M 
MONOGRANf OF FIRM J J J 

R nn .Qr^r/OA/ ^/z z /v/C •OR STATION Fill/NG.
■/-/-DATE of Filling.

SER/ES DUMBER f/v
R/NG, DISTINGUISHING' k 0
F/LLED LOT [

L.824. Malby &Sons,Lith.



•qqiTSuoStf X9I®W

3S&3S3& A/O 03& /V/ Q377/3/V3±Q 
t/3Or3J A/d/At O311U 3&V 773/vs* /v3*a/K&JmX\

OA/Vff D/V/A/ifO A/AfO/VOO:jJ-/d/M 0311/3 A/3/v*d 
773/-/_$> 30 030/0 3d/004JO A/O 03070 OH S' Od OH 
9W/&& t*O& J 30/Ad H^N/ / 03<3/&JL$ 3d/A/AA O-Md--- U D

ivnQ a/oh/^ 
773H^ /VO AAMU&Q 30 3&dA/3O dtV 030^39
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fvo/d/fvn^M/  ̂aJXOff 
/VYh/d H3H3O O/Vtfff OH/A/&O 
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O///A/ifC73AO0J ^/Vf^Od^ 
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NO/d//vn/A/pvy 03^0ff A/O 

03d/ /V/ O37 7/3//3d0

307 0377/3
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7/y /vo/d 
wif/d 30
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/VQ/d. /^OJ/^/OO
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„O/d s/vn+viv K
hifdQ 03^ ^Od 3d //JAd “
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7 P ^o/
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SMOKE.

Plate IX.Shell, Q.F. Smoke.Shell, Q.F. Target.
TARGET.

r-

RED R/NG.

PHOS

EXPR.C.E 
48A-

Filled weight Markjng/for deta/ls see PlateXXvh)

Actual we/gntCon reverse)^ I
10

r
•5

4: Calibre.
-(- numeral.

OMITTED FROM
F/YED AMMUZZ/T/O^

Monogram of Firm or 
STATION FILLING.

OF F/LL/NG
@ SER/ES DUMBER/N R/NG

B/GT/AfGU/SfffNG F/LLED LOT.

Two Black Strifes //nch mol, from 
tOR/\S/NG BAND TO SHOULDER, ON OPPOSITE SIDE 
ofShell fzhen F/rrED w/th Scozzomy 
DRIVING BAND.

Only WHEN FITTED W/TH C.E. Exploders.--------

------BES/&N /VUMBER OF METHOD OFF/LL/NG

* Monogram of F/rm or 
Stat/oaf Ch^qg/^g

-/-/-Gate of cnarg/ng.
(□) SERIES ^UFISEP /N R/ASG 

' /nzC7'/A7^Z/ZrA//A//2 tmcn .

I _ Stenc/lleo
' ON REFEREE-

G/st/ncu/sn/ng charged lot. j

PHOS

A

"A
k ’,0
V 2k

X
Yellow Band.

O \ si/
Vuj' - \
S_xz \ \ Z|\

* EXPR.C.E.
*I539A

—

L.824-. Malby & Sons.Lith.



Plate X.She llB.L.Armour Piercing with Cap, filled Lyddite------------ (Typical.)
►j- OL/£RE 

A/UMEpAL.

csa Lor N0 or Fuzz

g Lor of P/cp/c 
POYYOEP w£)<P£QD£

ON
F/LUNG. fagVEQSE

I

monog&w 
OPP/PM op\ 
STATtO^

--DE^ortr । 
op actual 
kv£/GHr i

FZD LOT"
: JH--------

l:XPR BAG4<«
LOT si

QEdQ/NG'

OES/GN MUMU 
oe Method op 
F/LL/HC FVNEH 
mown, ro se 
WO£O ON PEKEPSE

'S TENC/LLED /M 
3 places equally 
spaced at centpe 
of Gra^/ty' o^t 
Shbll 9 iTGum

L.82A. Malby & Sona,Libh.



Plate XI.Shell, B.L.,Common Pointed with Ballistic Cap.Shell, B.LArmour Piercing with Cap. ► Filled Trotyl/Bees wax.

5

C.P. B.C.

FZD l.()T=
-V-\- -:ie*
5453* —

T 
2^ TROTYL

On Reverse - “Dead WF~ 
or Actual Weight

------------On Reverse .-----------------------
- Design of Method of Filling.

White RlNG---------------  
i---------- F^ed Ring-----------------------------

FZD l.0T~

5453
I*

- Green Sand.

*f* Calibre.

’A* Numeral.
MONOGRAM OF Fl RM OR STATION FILLING 

-/-/-Date of Filling (Day; Months Year) . 2 

@ Series N9 in ring distinguishing 
Filled LOT.

caD Lor n^ of Fuze.

TROTYL

STENCILLED in 
3 FL ACES EQUALLY 
SPACED AT CENTRE 
OF GRAVITY ON 
She l L S 2" Gun.

T
20

L.Q2^. Malby & Sons.Libh.



Plate XILShell, Q.F, Armour Piercing 
3 Pr„2Cwt.;—Filled Lyddite

/O

^25 _ 
^25_

— WHITE RING
----- RED RING 
-----WHITE RING

- - ON REVERSE/
. FITTED • I T* 
WITH TRACER • Li V I 
FUZE i

3876

-Design Number of 
Method of Filling

Lot n° of Picric powder 
IN EXPLODER.

Initials or Ffo/yocp/\M of 
Firm or Filling Station

-/—/-DATE OF FILLING.

(A) SERIES NUMBER IN RING, 
DISTINGUISHING filled lot

LOT N° OF FUZE » TRACER

L.824, Malby & Sons, Li th.



Plate XHLFilled TrotylShell, Q.F., Semi Armour Piercing ;—----------------------------------------- ----- Filled Lyddite

GREENLAND

TROTYL
4578A—

^H/TE R/HG.
- Red &N6. -

I X /E SO F/TTED. '

-| f STEWC/EL-ED ON /^EVFERSE
» I
1 ! * Monogram of F/rm or 

Stat/o/y F7^±wg.

\-F/- Date of CDay;Mo^rw
ArE**).

DtfT/NGu/sHfNG f/lled cor

DEAD WT 0/9 ACTUAL FVEfGHr

S Lor Number or Fuee

NUMERAL.

fl) Lor Dumber or P/cr/c powder 
//v on exploder.

MONOGRAM OF SrAT/OW COSUXERT/f^G

•j-/^/^DATE OF COf^^ERS/O^

n Lor NUMBEQ OF P/CR/C POWDER 
/2Dp. e/plods^ (/f f/tteo)

I----------Des/glv dumber of method of F/LL-HVG - -

'/•o 
4.5 
is

FZCTLOTe
XPRSBAG 12*2^

LOTS"' 
® +/+/t

OR 2'/s Dp AS 

APPL/CASLE

>4339



L. 82A-

Plate XIV.Shell, B L,or Q.F, Common Pointed & Common Pointed with Cap — Filled Powder . (Typical).
20

5 “- Ped Pt ng

Date or Filling

CalIERE

Numeral

Series Numse# in Ring
DIST/NGU/SHING FIL-led lot.

Stencilled /n ^Vhite 
Om/tted on Shell for 
f/xfd AMNTUN/T/ON

STENCfLLiNG /N QED EXCEPT

Mark of fuze

STENCILLED t* Wwrc "'

Monogram of Firm or Stat/on F/ll/ng

RED Ring --

"Dead wt* or Actual iNEiGur, 
STENCILLED ON REVERSE

Stencilled iniVm/t 
3 Places fquallt 
SPACED A T CENTRE 
of Gravitt on Shell 
3 E^Gon

n'HEQE OTHERWISE STATED

u_______________

LOTS

Malby & Sons, Li th.’



Plate XV
SHELL,B.L.orQ.E ARMOUR PIERCING AND ARMOUR
PIERCING WITH CAP.--------------FILLED POWDER

STENCILLING IN^EO EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE STATED.

-------------- Dead WT or Actual Weight----------------  
(STENCILLED ON REWRSEj

------------------ STENCILLED IN WHITE---------'----------------------

* -/-/- ® ON REYERSE---------------------------- '''

--------- Stencilled in White in 3 pieces----------  
EQUALLY SPACED AT CENTRE OF 
gravity on Shell 92 inch Gun

Monogram of Firm op Station Filling.

Date of Filling.
0 Series number in Qing 

DISTINGUISHING FILLED LOT

X’ CALIBRE

(£) Numeral (

® Lotn? of Fuze

L.82A. ' —————-—- — — Malby &Sons,Lith.



PLATEXYI.Projectile, Practice, Q.E, 3tnch 20 Cwt— filled Powder i Flash Pellet.Projectile. Practice,B.L..—filled Powder,for Nose Fuze.
Q£O Q//VG.

5\

~~^0
--^ - ’ o

STENCILLED E/CEPr iYHE^E OTHERWISE STATED.

CALIBRE

StENC/LLED ON REVERSE

— 25992

DES/GH /VUMBEP OP 
method op F/zl/zvg -

Series Dumber /h Ping 
D/SriNGUlBMING P/LLEDLOT

Humeral (Stencilled /n White).

Monogram op Firm or I
STAriON F/l l/ng •

id

■ PZ>/5C5 O£ .AEM/Mf iWQfWf ^TEWCiE^EO
D/AA^ETX^/CAEEY^ ORrOE/TE.

■%--
•5'

/Mote :-

The Two Yel z ow are
OWEr APPLICABLE TO PpO^ECT/EE, 
Practice. Special, 3 lhcw 20 Cwr.

-Dead !vt "op ^ctc/alwe/gft

L.e2^. Ma I by ASons.Lith.



PLATE XVII.Projectile, Practice, Filled Lyddite, Trotyl or Amatol—Typical.Converted from Filled Service Shell (§ L.ofC. A.692Q)

Filled
Amatol orTrotyl.

Filled Lyddite
A.P., S.A.P., A.P.C..&

Forged Steel.

Shell restricted 
to firing with Re
duced Charges & 
Not over Crowded 
Waterways.

RED/N.C.W
Stencilled once 
on Shell below 
G1# & TWO PLACES

D/A NIE TRIG AL L Y 
OPPOS/ TE onSheil 
G^ A A BO YE.

Stencilled on 
Base /n White

L.824, Malby & Sons,Lith.



PLATE XVIII.Shot, Practice, Q.F.. with Tracer.
//v Qed.

~ "7"”/^^/^ FITTED 
tV/TH T&4CE&.

^"Yel-i-Ow Bjw

L.824. Malby &Sons, Libh.



PLATE XIX.

Bomb, M.L. 3inch Mortar- Filled Amatol.» Powder.
STENCILLING IN ^MtTE EXCEPT iVHCfJE OTHEP^/SE STATED

Red R/^g---
Green Band

5^75 37512_
'5 *-•-■5 *

Red Ping 
Black Band 

-Yellow Band

SZz
MK

Monogram of F/rm or Station Filling.

-/-/— Da te of Fil l/ng

Body' coated ^/thstoved copal

L. 624. Malty & Sons.Libh.



PlateXXGrenade -303 inch Rifle N^36M,

L.8Z4. Malby&Sons.Lith,



Plate XXIGrenade,Percussion.2 inch N° 54.

L.824. Malby &Sons ,Li th.



PLATE XXII 
DISTINGUISHING MARKINGS FOR:- 

FUZES, PERCUSSION.

A <>
N91OLB.

A
¥

N91OLB.
WITH DELAY.

A 
V

N91O1.E.

4^

N9101.E 
WITH DELAY.

T

N91O8.

A 
VZ

N91O6.E.

N9 115.

<

N91

►

L15.E.

N9117-N944-.
L. 824. Mal by &Sons,Libh.



TYPICAL FOR —

BOX PROJECTILE Q.F. 3 • 7 inch, and 4 • 5 inch HOW. 

WITH H.E. SHELL, PLUGGED ex FUZED.

PLATE XXIII
NOTES

BOX STAINED VANDYKE BROWN 
STENCILLING IN YELLOW. ON BOTH SIDES, 
BOTH ENDS AND LID. EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED

ITEM.
1. CALIBRE, NATURE , AND MARK OF SHELL, 

AS APPLICABLE.
2 FILLING STATION AND DATE OF FILLING, 

(MONTH AND YEAR).
3. DESIGH HUMBER , METHOD OF FILLING SHELL.

4 OR OTHER FRACTION DENOTING 
COMPOSITION OF AMATOL.

5 RED CRISS CROSS IF SHELL FILLED 
AMATOL AMD SUITABLE FOR USE IN HOT 
CLIMATES. "LYD' lF FILLED LYDDITE.

6 BLACK STRIPES DEMOTE SHELL 4- 5 INCH 
HAVING ECONOMY DRIVING BAMD

7. IN RED LETTERING, WHEN SHELL IS 

SENTENCED FOR PRACTICE, OR 
~ WHEN SHELL HAVE RUSTY FIXED BM 000 

CONTAINERS, APPLICABLE TO SHELL 
PLUGBED OR FUZED.

8. TRADE MARK OR INITIALS OF EMPTY 
FUZE MAKER . WHEN MOR E TH AM ONE 
MAKER THE WORD* MIXED WILL REUSED

9. NUMBER AND MARK OF FUZE, AS APPLICABLE.
10. FUZE SYMBOL (SEE PLATE XX11).
il. INITIALS OF FIRM FILLING FUZE.

12 LOT NUMBER OF FUZE,(bOTH FUZES 
ARE OF THE SAME LOT NUMBER)

13 PLUG° ON ENDS AND PLUGGED ON LID, 
AMD “for 106 FUZE ONLY WHEN top 
EXPLODER IS PRESENT IN SHELL, ON 
ENDS AND LID WHEN SHELL IS PLUGGED.

14. 0. D WHEN BOX IS OIL DRESSED

L ABELS.

A. GOVERNMENT EXPLOSIVE LABEL N°L1606 
CgroupVI)

B. TWO STATION LABELS AFFIXED OYER 

JUNCTION OF LID AND BODY OH 
OPPOSITE SIDES

C. PACKERS LABEL N°L566A AFFIXED 
TO UNDERSIDE OF LID

LABELS ARE AFFIXED TO BOX WITH 
SHELLAC, AND THOSE ON EXTERIOR ARE 
COATED WITH SHELLAC AFTERWARDS

L'. 824-. Malby & Sons, Libh.



PLATE XXIV
TYPICAL FOR BOXES CONTAINING 

FUZES 1O1 TYFE AND GAINE N?2. 

„ N« 106 TYPE WITH EXPLODERS.

WtNJ0! £ .
><2(£ <.0>A4 * I ^2 %i

'V0'

5"
9--------

NOTES

BOXES STAINED VANDYKE BROWN.
STENCILLING IN YELLOW. ON LID. BOTH 
SIDES, AND BOTH ENDS. EXCEPT WHERE 
OTHERWISE STATED.

ITEM.

1. NUMBER OF FUZES PACKED.

2. NUMBER AND MARK OF FUZES, AS 
APPLICABLE.

3 MARK OF CAINE , AS APPLICABLE.

4. C.E.EXPLODERS stencilled ih red 
"TNT EXPLODERS .. » BLACK

5- INITIALS OF EMPTY FUZE AND CAINE 
MANUFACTURER.

6- INITIALS OF STATION FILLING FUZE.
7-DATE OF FILLING FUZES AMD GAINES.

8 2 INCH WHITE BAND PAINTED ROUND
BOX,WHEN CONTAINING 106 FUZES 
ACCEPTED FOR PRACTICE. FUZE 
SYMBOL STENCILLED IN WHITE.

9. LOT NUMBER OF FUZES.)
I AS APPLICABLE.

IO. •• •• GA1NES.J

11. NUMBER AMD MARK OF CYLINDER, 
AS APPLICABLE.

12. O.D.'wKEH BOX IS OIL DRESSED.

LAB ELS

A GOVERNMENT EXPLOSIVE L A B E L .N° L1606
B TWO STATION LABELS AFFIXED OVER 

JUNCTION OF LID AND BODY ON 
OPPOSITE SIDES

C. PACKERS LABEL N- L 566 A AFFIXED 
TO UNDERSIDE OF LID.

LABELS AFFIXED TO BOX WITH SHELLAC, 
AND THOSE ON EXTERIOR TO BE COATED 
WITH SHELLAC AFTERWARDS.

L.B24. Malby ASons.Libh.



Malby &Sons.Libh.

TYPICAL FOR BOX CONTAINING

FUZ ES PERCUSSION BASE 12,15 or 16
FUZES TaP N“* 80,80 3,88 or 89,or TIME ^44, 00%4, 180,180b, 183,188,or197.

PLATE XXV
NOTES

BOX STAINED VANDYKE BROWN.
STENCILLING IN YELLOW ON ONE SIDE AND L1D.

I TE M
1. NUMBER OF FUZES PACKED

2 FUZE NUMBER ?AS APPLICABLE

3. MARK OF FUZE y
4. INITIALS OF EMPTY FUZE MAKER.
5- LOT NUMBER , AS APPLICABLE
6. INITIALS OF FILLING STATION
7. DATE OF FILLING (MONTH AND YEAR).
8 SPEEDO BANDS, ONLY FOR BOXES 

CONTAINING FUZES T & P, AND FVZESTIME
9. NUMBER OF CYLJNDER,AS APPLICABLE.

10. O.D. WHEN BOX IS OIL DRESSED

LABELS.

A. GOVERNMENT EXPLOSIVE LABEL 
Ne L 1606 (Groups)

B. TWO STATION LABELS AFFIXED OVER 
JUNCTION OF LID AMD BODY ON 
OPPOSITE SIDES.

C. PACKERS LABEL N* L 566 A A FFIXE D 
TO UNDERSIDE OF LID.

LABELS ARE AFFIXED TO BOX WITH 
SHELLAC, AND THOSE ON EXTERIOR ARE 
COATED WITH SHELLAC AFTERWARDS.

10 
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L.82^.

PLATE XXVI
TYPICAL FOR:-

BOX CONTAINING GRENADES, 2 inch, N? 54.
NOTES.

BOX STAINED BROWN, EXCEPT 
CLEATS WHICH ARE PAINTED RED. 
STENCILLING IN WHITE ON ONE SIDE AND BOTH 
ENDS. EXCEPT WHERE OTHERWISE STATED-

ITEM.
1. NUMBER OF GRENADES PACKED
2
3.

4.

NUMBER OF GRENADE. >AS APPLICABLE.
MARK OF GRENADE. 
THE WORD FILLED STENCILLED IN RED.

5. RED CRISS-CROSS DENOTING SUITABILITY
FOR USE IM HOT CLIMATES.

6. MONOGRAM OR INITIALS OF FIRM FILLING.

7. DATE OF FILLING (MONTH & YEAR).

8- RED BAND ROUND MIDDLE OF BOX.
9- O.D. WHEN BOX IS OIL DRESSED.

LABELS.

A. GOVERNMENT EXPLOSIVE LABEL N-1608 
(group 2HL)

B. TWO STATION LABELS AFFIXED OYER 
TUNCT10N OF LID AND BODY ON OPPOSITE 
SIDES.

C. PACKERS LABEL N^L566A AFFIXED TO 
UNDERSIDE OF LID

LABELS ARE AFFIXED TO BOX WITH SHELLAC, 
AND THOSE ON EXTERIOR ARE COATED WITH 
SHELLAC AFTERWARDS.

Malby&Sons,LiLh..


